
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 
 
 
Safety.387/Fly Leaf/12/2021 

Fly Leaf No. 12/2021 
 

JOINT PROCEDURE ORDER FOR LONG HAUL  

EMPTY TRAINS WITH ONLY LEADING LOCOS ON S.C.R. 

(CFTM Lr.No.79/Long Haul/Vol.II date:19 /11/2021). 

Ref: 1. Railway Boards JPO issued vide D.O. No. M (N)951/8Pt. dated 03/03/11 

2. SCR Revised JPO No.1 of 2011 for long haul trains for short term on SCR. 

3. Revised JPO No. 1/2016 for long haul trains (two trains amalgamated into 

one - Python) with DPWCS with synchronized braking hauled by 

WDG3A/WDG4/WDG4D (MU) or (SH) as leading and another 

WDG3A/WDG4/WDG4D (MU) or (SH) in the middle over BG section of 

SCR 

 *****  

The following are the unified instructions for running long haul EMPTY trains (two 

empty trains amalgamated into one - Python) on S.C. Railway with only leading 

locos i.e. without locos in the middle of the formation. 

1.0 General: 
 

1.1 A composition of more than one standard train formation is defined as long haul 
train (Python train).  
 

1.2 Following combination of constituent trains may be permitted in forming a long 
haul trainwith only leading locos. 
 

Front portion  Rear portion  

Empty train Empty train 

 
The constituent empty trains can be BOXN/BOXNHL/BCN/BCNHL/BOST/BRN 
rakes. 
 

1.3 The combining rakes shall be with single/twin pipe air brake system. However, 
each individual train must be having valid BPC. 
 

1.4 All sections of SCR are identified for running of long haul trains. In case of 
precedence/crossing of passenger carrying train and also under exceptional 
circumstances, these long haul trains will be split at the convenient stations, as 
operationally convenient. 
 

1.5 Long Haul-trains shall run under nomenclature of 'Python' which-shall be 
prefixed to the train name and clearly marked in FOIS and control charts etc. 
Separate colour code will be provided in FOIS and control charting to distinguish 
such trains from other trains. It shall be relayed to Station Master of adjoining 
stations while asking line clear. 
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1.6 Maximum speed of the Python train will be restricted to lower of the maximum 

speed of the constituent train in section. 
 

1.7 Wherever point zones are track circuited and connected to the block 
instruments, prevention of any possible rear and side collision due to blockage 
of fouling mark and beyond area will be ensured. However, on certain 
sections where point zones are not track circuited or in case of failure of 
track circuit or failure of block instruments at the station, line clear for the 
following trains shall not be granted, unless long haul train has cleared the 
block overlap of Home signal. 
 

1.8 Identified sections for long haul run will be provided additional special T/G 
board for long haul trains (Python trains). However, till such time the T/G 
boards are provided, walkie-talkies will be used by Guard to inform loco pilot 
regarding the clearance of speed restriction zones. 
 

1.9 The long haul train (Python train)shall be run on single line clear. The tail 
board/tail lamp as the case may be, shall be provided only in rear of the rear-
most vehicle. 
 

1.10 Guard of leading train will travel in leading brake van and Guard of trailing train 
will remain in the trailing brake van. 
 

1.11 Guard of the rearmost brake van shall be in charge of the train and the middle 
Guard will transmit any information between leading crew and rearmost Guard 
or vice-versa in case of any communication problem. 
 

1.12 The Guard of the respective formation shall ensure stabling precaution (as per 
GR/SR 5.23 & 4.57)when stabled after shunting, by applying hand brakes 
accordingly. 
 

1.13 Guard of the trains shall take precautions vide GR/SR 4.48, 6.03, 6.04 & 6.09 
for train security and protection. 
 

1.14 Guard of the train shall take precaution vide GR 6.08 in case of train parting. 
 

1.15 Guard shall possess and fix a calibrated BP pressure gauge without fail for 
ensuring the requirement of brake pressure in the rear brake van. 
 

1.16 As far as possible, section controllers will ensure that through line clear is 
given to long haul trains (Python train) to avoid detention to the trains that are 
following. 
 

1.17 All rules of G&SR (including GR/SR 4.40, 4.41, 4.42, 4.43, 4.44, 4.45, 4.46, 
4.47) for working of trains shall be applicable for running of long haul trains and 
need to be observed by in-charge Guard. 
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2. C&W 
2.1 TXR Requirement:Python rakes shall only be formed at notified 

stations with TXR presence. In case it is not existing TXR point, TXR 
staff should be arranged at this point for the purpose of issuing "Cover 
BPC" for long haul trains as under and as per the Proforma enclosed 
vide Annexure I. 

 
2.2 TXR shall be arranged for issue of "Cover BPC'. TXR staff shall 

check brake continuity of amalgamated train and will issue cover 
BPC mentioning BPC particulars including originating brake power of 
the individual rakes and also brake pressure in the loco and the last 
vehicle. This BPC will be handed over to loco Pilot of train. BPC of two 
constituent trains will also remain with the loco Pilot. 
 

2.3 Air pressure in the locomotive shall be 5.0 Kg/cm2 and minimum 
pressure in the trailing brake van 4.7 Kg/cm2. The Guard in the trailing 
brake van shall confirm to the loco Pilot on the walkie-Talkie set the 
pressure in the rear brake van, before starting the train. 

 
2.4 Divisions shall follow instructions given in G&SR for detaching 

wagons on account of hot axle, flat tyre etc. in long haul trains. 
 

3. Locomotive:  
3.1 MU locos of WDG3A/WDG4/WAG5/WAG7/WAG9 should be provided 

for long haul in leading for smooth operation. There will not be any loco 
in the middle of the formation.  
 

3.2 It should be ensured that RB/DB of locomotives are in working condition.  
 

3.3 It should be ensured that Dynamic/ Regenerative braking of the 
locomotives is in working condition. Locomotives should be in good 
condition to haul the stock on gradients without stalling.  
 
 

3.4 While observing the caution order, Loco pilot should notch up and notch 
down judiciously and control the train by RB/DB as far as possible 
minimizing the use of train brakes. Entry and Exit into RB/DB and out of it 
should be gradual for first two notches, allowing 10-20 seconds. 
 

3.5 Before restarting the train after brake application, the Loco Pilot shall 
ensure that BP pressure in engine and in the brake van has been restored. 
The Guard in the rearmost brake van shall confirm this to the Loco Pilot. A 
minimum of 10 minutes release time shall be ensured by driver in section 
before restarting the train 
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3.6 LP must ensure always 5.0 Kg/cm2 of BP in locomotive, 

4.7/Kg/cm2 in rearmost brake van through Guard of rear formation before 
notch up, to avoid train parting. 
 

3.7 LP should put Dynamic/Regenerative brake to optimum use for 
controlling the train to avoid brake binding on formation. 
 

3.8 LP should ensure attacking speed on various lengths of graded 
sections(up  
gradients) as per the requirement of different types of locomotive. 
 

3.9 In case loco(s) of long haul train is changed enroute on any account, the 
airbrake system of the train should be released to avoid brake binding. 
Before starting the train, GLP should check brake continuity and ensure 5.0 
Kg/cm2 pressure in loco and 4.7 Kg/cm2 pressure in rear brake van. 
 

3.10 In case of the intentional parting between the middle BV and trailing 
formation, the Sequential procedure will be as follows. 
 

(a) LP will drop BP pressure to emergency position. 

(b) Rear Angle Cock of middle BV to be closed. 

(c) After draining out of BP pressure, BP hose pipe between middle BV and 

front wagon of rear formation to be uncoupled. 

(d) Rear formation to be secured by Guard of rear formation and station 

staff as per GR/SR 4.48, 4.57 & 5.23. 

(e) Tail board/ tail lamp as the case may be, to be provided on the last 

vehicle/brake van of the leading formation. 

(f) Continuity check to be done for leading formation by the loco crew and 

guard. 

(g) After ensuring continuity, CBC should be opened and formations to be 

parted. 

 
4. Communication: 
 
4.1 Pre--tested walkie-talkie sets of adequate power will be supplied to the loco 

pilot and Guards for reliable communication during run and to the TXR during 
the course of formation. Whistle code as per G&SR shall also be used by loco 
pilot for communication between Loco pilot and Guards. 
 

4.2 The long Haul train shall be started from originating station by exchange of 
physical signals (flag or light and whistle by guard) between Guard andLoco 
Pilots. However,  if due to curve, length or visibility obstruction, if notpossible to 
exchange signals physically, the exchange of signals shall be doneby using 
Walkie-Talkie* sets 

(* Advisor safety Railway Board letter No.2009/Safety (A&R) 19/29dated10/3/2010). 
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4.3 The long Haul train shall not be operated during total interruption of  
communication or during Temporary Single line working. 
 
 

4.4 25 W VHF set in locomotive and 5W VHF set in Guard brake Vans should be 
provided for communication between the loco pilot and Guards of the train 
and should be in working order. 
 

5.0 Others: 

 
 
5.1 Repercussion caused due to any failure related with long haul trains being run 

on trial shall be booked on "OTHERS" account 
 

5.2 First ten trial trips of long haul trains on a particular section should he 
monitored by deputing LI and TI on the locomotive and rear brake van. Running 
of long haul trains with only leading loco will be reviewed on the basis of joint 
reports, highlighting shortcomings observed during the run submitted by 
divisions. 
 

5.3 During monsoon, sanders of all locos should be in working order. 
 

5.4 These instructions should be published in the next working Time Table after 
review of trials. 
 

5.5 All crew working above long haul trains and PCOR/TLC/CCOR should be given 
small pocket booklets containing these instructions. 
 

5.6 Sr.DSOs of the divisions and Safety Counsellors should carry out checks on 
such trains to ensure that violation of safety rules is not taking place. 
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ANNEXURE-I (PART OF JPO OF 2021) 

PROFORMA OF COVER BPC FOR ISSUING LONG HAUL PYTHON RAKES 

DATE. TIME: PLACE. 

  Rake 
No.1 

Rake 
No.2 1 Type of BPC   

2 BPC No   
3 BPC issued date   
4 BPC issued Station   
5 BPC Validity   

6 Originating Brake Power   
7 Type of wagon stock    

Checked and certified that Brake Pressure continuity has been observed 
and Brake Pipe pressure level recorded is: 

In Loco: ________ Kg/cm2 

In Rear Brake Van: _________ Kg/cm2 

(Signature of SSE/JE/C&W)       (Signature of the Driver)  (Signature of Guard) 

Name: Name:                   Name: 

 
 

 

 

 
 

PRINICPAL CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER 

 

SAFETY ORGANISATION                                           SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 


